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Preface from Mayor Levar Stoney
The City of Richmond is committed to ensuring that all residents have an opportunity for economic
mobility. In order to build one Richmond, my administration is committed to transforming systems in
four areas: public education, housing, transportation, and economic empowerment. We must
change these systems to work for, not against, people in order to lift them out of poverty. Every
Richmonder deserves to have the opportunity to not only survive, but thrive. The goal of the Office
of Community Wealth Building is to provide residents with opportunities to move up the economic
ladder to gain economic empowerment. That is why despite a high poverty rate of 21.9%, we work
every day to ensure every resident can make a living wage and support their families.

Ordinance 2015-240 requires the Mayor of Richmond to file an annual report to City Council and
make a presentation at a Council meeting, providing an update on the City's progress in the implementation of the comprehensive poverty reduction strategy. The report must include evaluative metrics that are as consistent as possible from year to year and must provide an account of
the significant activities of the Office of Community Wealth Building.
I am pleased to submit this report to the City Council and the Maggie L. Walker Citizens Advisory
Board. This document provides an update on the strategy and action plan, which is being led by
the Office of Community Wealth Building.

Respectfully Submitted:

Levar M. Stoney, Mayor
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Office of Community Wealth Building (OCWB) is creating a broader vision for the economic mobility of
Richmond's residents. As the OCWB approaches its fifth year of existence, this report will outline the
significant impacts of our services and partnerships in fiscal year 2019. OCWB's return on investment for
the City of Richmond and the Commonwealth of Virginia during this period demonstrates the benefits of
intentional community engagement and strategies that address poverty and provide opportunities for
economic empowerment. Just as important, this report identifies new opportunities for collective impact
that will lead the OCWB into the third decade of the new millennium.
This year, our office engaged in a strategic plan, OCWB Vision 2020, which outlines five essential goals:
Systems Transformation, Quality of Service Delivery, Community Centric, Two-Generation Approach, and
Wealth Building. These goals are in alignment with the City of Richmond’s strategic plan and encourage
broader strategies that address poverty.
As a result of the early stages of OCWB Vision 2020, we exceeded service expectations for 2019. Participants of OCWB's workforce programs earned over $14.656 million in wages and health benefits this past
year. Six hundred (600) participants gained, retained, or advanced employment, a 38% increase from
2018. Three hundred twenty-seven (327) businesses employed residents served by OCWB. These impacts
yield a return on investment for the City of Richmond and the Commonwealth of Virginia through the new
earnings of OCWB participants.
The new wages and benefits of OCWB participants in 2019 magnified the return on investments for Richmond and Virginia. For every $1 invested in OCWB by the City of Richmond, $7.45 went back out into the
community through the earnings of newly employed participants. For the Commonwealth of Virginia, the
investment yielded $7.39 for each $1. These return on investments highlight the best practices of OCWB’s
“Crisis to Thriving Model,” Building Lives to Self Sufficiency (BLISS) focus areas, and Living Wage Model.
We will use these practices in innovative ways for economic mobility and collective impact in the future.
In 2020, the OCWB will lead collective impact efforts with internal and external partners. OCWB is developing a BLISS Certification for partners that will lead to broader community adoption of our Crisis to
Thriving Model.
As we approach 2021, the tenth anniversary of the 2011 Anti-Poverty Commission, OCWB's renewed focus
on collective impact, will keep the legacy of the Commission alive and “thriving.”
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OCWB Vision and Model
OCWB recognizes that economic mobility out of poverty requires a complicated approach to the barriers
residents face. Poverty is more than a function of inadequate income but includes intersections of determinants such as employment stability, affordable housing, education, transportation, access to childcare,
and other BLISS focus areas. OCWB addresses the intersections between determinants through the five
visionary goals of OCWB Vision 2020, Crisis to Thriving Model,
and OCWB Ladders to guide the strategies of our office, partners, and participants.
BLISS
BLISS programming devotes targeted resources to address common barriers to employment and sustainability. The program
assesses and tracks participating households across eighteen
domains/focus areas, including housing, employment, income,
food, child care, education, quality of life, and several others.
The program has a holistic approach, focusing on the entire
family, referred to as a Two-Generation Approach. The goal of
BLISS is to help families achieve long-term economic selfsufficiency and economic mobility.

Cotina Brake decided to beat the odds and
invest in the future of her children and herself.
OCWB Vision 2020
As the mother of three kids, Cotina had no high
OCWB Vision 2020 outlines the goals of the Office in alignment
school diploma, a low wage job, and received
with Richmond’s citywide goals. These departmental goals provide public assistance. Cotina and her children were
an overall blueprint for all activities and include:
in a financial crisis. She discovered OCWB's
 Transform systems that impact poverty through collective
BLISS program and a plan for her education,
impact, systems coordination, and policy.
employment, and self-sufficiency. While en Provide quality service delivery to Richmond residents.
rolled in BLISS, Cotina obtained her high school
 Improve connection to the community, including in planning
diploma and a better paying position within the
and increasing knowledge of resources.
Health Department. Cotina’s new wages
 Improve Two-Generation Approach provided to families.
allowed her to focus on her next goal of home Increase opportunities for wealth building provided to people
ownership. After attending homeownership
who live or have lived in poverty.
classes, she purchased a 3-level townhome for
her family. Striving to continue on the path of
Crisis to Thriving Model
success, Cotina attended John Tyler Community
Crisis to Thriving Model tracks domains/focus areas found in BLISS College for Medical Coding and is currently
studying for her exam. Cotina wants her chilin the form of a continuum that defines and measures a housedren to succeed, as well. Through connections
hold’s economic position ranging from “In Crisis” to “Thriving.”
with BLISS, two of her children gained employThe Model incorporates the
ment with Capital One via Catapult Staffing.
Cotina’s entire family shares the experience of
OCWB Ladders , which provides a visual guide for a household’s moving from "crisis to thriving." She felt so inprogression and economic mobility. Overall, the Model creates a debted for her success with BLISS that Cotina
now gives back to her community as an
shared vision and definitions of economic progress between
Ambassador with OCWB and empowers others
OCWB and community partners.
to thrive.
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OCWB Ladder: The Climb for an Individual

January 2020

*MIT living wage calculator http://livingwage.mit.edu/counties/51760. † Office of Community Wealth Building. ††Area Median Income (AMI)
*MIT living wage calculator http://livingwage.mit.edu/counties/51760. † Office of Community Wealth Building. ††Area Median Income (AMI)
https://www.vhda.com/BusinessPartners/PropertyOwnersManagers/Income-Rent-Limits/Pages/HUDMedianIncome.aspx ** Or bus pass $720/year www.RideGRTC.com
https://www.vhda.com/BusinessPartners/PropertyOwnersManagers/Income-Rent-Limits/PagesHUDMedianIncome.aspx** Or bus pass $720/year .www.RideGRTC.com

Thriving
I make $23.27 and up/hr.

Level 5: Thriving (80%+AMI)
 My income is above $48,400 per
year.

 I can have a real Wealth Plan.
 I can focus more on Ownership.

Stable
I make $17.45 - $23.27/hr.

Level 4: Stable (60-80%AMI)
 My income is anywhere from
$36,300 to $48,400 per year.

 I may be completely impacted by
the Cliff Effect.ˆ

Level 3: Safe (40-60%AMI)
 My income is anywhere from
$24,200 to $36,300 per year.
 If available, I may be eligible for
Housing subsidies.
 I am now facing the Cliff Effect.ˆ

 I have generally safe and reliable
transportation beyond the bus
line.

Safe

 I can have a real Financial Literacy

I make $11.63 - $17.45/hr.

 I have safe, reliable and affordable

plan.
transportation.

Living Wage = $13.23/hr.*

At Risk
I make $8.73 to $11.63/hr.

Level 2: At Risk (30-40%AMI)
 My income is anywhere from

Minimum Wage = $7.25/hr.*

$18,150 to $24,200 per year.

 If available, I am eligible for Housing
subsidies with limited options.

Level 1: In Crisis (30%AMI††)
 My income is anywhere from $0
to $18,150 per year.
 If available, I may be eligible for
a Housing subsidy — even so
my options are limited.
 If my salary goes above $16,248
per year I am no longer eligible
for Food Subsidies (SNAP).
 I cannot afford safe or reliable
transportation beyond the bus
line. **

In Crisis
I make anywhere from
$0 to $8.73/hr.†

 I begin to face the Cliff Effectˆ and
have no eligibility for Food Subsidies.

 I cannot afford safe or reliable
transportation beyond the bus line.**

Poverty Wage = $5.84/hr.*

Average Household Expenses*
1 Adult

Monthly Yearly

Food

$249

$2,994

Medical

$206

$2,472

Housing

$864

$10,368

Transportation

$385

$4,623**

$1,538

$18,457

Please contact the Office of Community Wealth Building at 804-646-3108 if you wish to reproduce or reference this document
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OCWB Ladder: The Climb for an Individual with a Child
*

MIT living wage calculator http://livingwage.mit.edu/counties/51760. † Office of Community Wealth Building. ††Area Median Income (AMI)
https://www.vhda.com/BusinessPartners/PropertyOwnersManagers/Income-Rent-Limits/Pages/HUDMedianIncome.aspx ** Or bus pass $1,140/year www.RideGRTC.com

Thriving
Level 5: Thriving (80%+AMI)

I make $55,300 and up/hr.

 My income is above $55,300 per
year.

 I can have a real Wealth Plan
and Education Plan for my
child.
 I can focus more on Ownership.

Stable
I make $20.44 - $26.58/hr.
Living Wage = $26.52/hr.*

Level 4: Stable (60-80%AMI)
 My income is anywhere from
$41,520 to $55,300 per year.

 I may be completely impacted by the
Cliff Effect.ˆ

 I can have a real Financial Literacy

Level 3: Safe (40-60%AMI)
 My income is anywhere from

Safe
I make $13.31 - $20.44/hr.

Plan for myself and child.

 I have safe, reliable and affordable
transportation.

$27,680 to $41,520 per year.

 I am feeling the impact of the
Cliff Effect.ˆ

 I may be eligible for Housing
subsidies (If available) and
Childcare subsidies.
 I have generally safe and reliable
transportation beyond the bus line.

At Risk
I make $9.98 to $13.31/hr.

Level 2: At Risk (30-40%AMI)
 My income is anywhere from
$20,270 to $27,680 per year.

Minimum Wage = $7.25/hr.*

Level 1: In Crisis (30%AMI**)
 My income is anywhere from $0 to
$20,750 per year.

 If available I am eligible for a
Housing subsidy — even so our
options are limited.
 I am eligible for Child Care and
Food Subsidies (SNAP).
 I cannot afford safe or reliable
transportation beyond the bus line.**

In Crisis
I make anywhere from
$0 to $9.98/hr.†

 I am eligible for Housing subsidies
(If available) and Child Care
subsidies.
 If my yearly salary goes above $21,984
I lose eligibility for Food Subsidies,
facing the Cliff Effect.ˆ
 I cannot afford safe or reliable
transportation beyond the bus line.**

Poverty Wage = $7.91/hr.*

Average Household Expenses
1 Adult/1 Child

Monthly Yearly

Food*

$368

$4,413

Child Care*

$702

$8,427

Medical*

$669

$8,023

Housing*

$1,042

$12,504

Transportation

$702

$8,424**

$3,483

$41,791

Please contact the Office of Community Wealth Building at 804-646-3108 if you wish to reproduce or reference this document
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OCWB Ladder: The Climb for Two Adults and Two Children

January 2020

(both working)

*MIT living wage calculator http://livingwage.mit.edu/counties/51760. † Office of Community Wealth Building. ††Area Median Income (AMI)
https://www.vhda.com/BusinessPartners/PropertyOwnersManagers/Income-Rent-Limits/Pages/HUDMedianIncome.aspx ** Or bus pass $1,440/year www.RideGRTC.com

Level 5: Thriving (80%AMI)
 Our income is above $69,100
per year.
 We have a real Wealth
Plan and Education Plan
for our children.
 We can focus on Ownership.ˇ

Thriving
Combined, we make
$33.22 and up/hr.

Stable
Combined, we make
$29.07 - $33.22/hr.
Living Wage = $33.42/hr.

Level 3: Safe (60-70%AMI)
 Our income combined is
$51,680 to $60,470 per year.
 We experience the Cliff Effectˆ
with no child care subsidies.
 We may be eligible for a
housing subsidy.
 We have generally safe and
reliable transportation.

Safe
Combined, we make
$24.92 - $29.07/hr.

At Risk
Combined, we make
$16.62 to $24.92/hr.

In Crisis
Level 1: In Crisis (40%AMI††)
 Our income combined is $34,560 per
year.
 If we earn $33,480 yearly, we are
ineligible for a food subsidy
 If available, we are eligible for a
housing subsidy with limited
options and childcare subsidies.
 We cannot afford safe or reliable
transportation beyond the bus line.

Combined, we make
$16.62/hr.†

Level 4: Stable (70-80%AMI)
 Our income combined is $60,470
to $69,100 per year.
 We are fully impacted by the Cliff
Effect.ˆ
 We can have a real Financial
Literacy Plan for ourselves and our
children.ˆˆ
 We have safe and reliable
transportation and housing .

Level 2: At Risk (40-60%AMI)
 Our income combined is $34,560
to $51,840 per year.
 If available, we are eligible for a
housing subsidy with limited
options and childcare subsidies.
 Transportation safety and reliability
is still an issue.
 We are facing the Cliff Effect.ˆ

Minimum Wage = $7.25/hr.
Poverty Wage = $6.03/hr.
Average Household Expenses
2 Adults/2 Children Monthly Yearly
Food*

$735

$8,822

Child Care*

$1,004

$12,056

Medical*

$647

$7,762

Housing*

$1042

$12,504

Transportation via

$955

$11,459**

$4,383

$52,603

Please contact the Office of Community Wealth Building at 804-646-3108 if you wish to reproduce or reference this document.
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OCWB Vision Areas and Accomplishments

This year, the OCWB initiated steps toward the implementation of OCWB Vision 2020. As previously
demonstrated in the Return on Investment and Impact Statements section, the Office and its partners
have accomplished broader goals with more significant community impacts. The following section outlines additional accomplishments in line with the Vision.
Systems Transformation
Stakeholder Convening and Focus Areas
In 2019, the OCWB reengaged stakeholders and partner agencies to address systems change and the
possible collective impact models related to economic mobility. This re-engagement of partners is a
reintroduction to the concepts of the 2011 Anti-Poverty Commission, 2017 Focus Area Groups, and vision
and updates of the OCWB. Through group and individual stakeholder meetings, over 40 organizations
have agreed to participate in the 2020 Sector Summit, which is the kickoff meeting to a six-month process
to identify intersections and opportunities for integrated and interdependent services.
Equitable Voices for Housing Affordability
The Partnership for Housing Affordability (PHA) led the development and
creation of the Regional Housing Framework for the Richmond region.
The Framework process included community meetings and surveys for
input. However, initially survey results revealed that only 4.67% of
respondents made less than $25,000 per year. Over 51% of respondents
made over $75,000 per year, with the majority of those respondents
making over $100,000 per year. The survey and Framework were missing
the voices of low-income communities impacted by affordable housing.

The OCWB and PHA developed an equity model, Project 25k and Equitable
Voices for Housing Affordability, to increase the amount of feedback from
households making less than $25,000. The strategy included making the
survey part of the intake processes of OCWB’s career stations shortening the length of surveys, and
adjusting language to ensure the ability of residents to provide accurate feedback. As a result of our
efforts, they accomplished the following results.
$25,000 and below income group increased from 4.67% of total respondents to 48%.
$75,000 income group decreased from 51% of total respondents to 24%.
Black respondents increased from 22% of total respondents to 62%.
The total number of respondents with household incomes below $25,000 increased from 14 to 323.
The total number of survey respondents increased from 320 to 700.

These results have a system-wide impact, as the voices of low-income households have the opportunity to
influence the Framework for the entire Richmond region.
BLISS and Ladder Adoption
As part of the convening of over 40 partner agencies mentioned above, BLISS and OCWB Ladder adoption
by more internal and external partners of the City of Richmond is becoming a reality. For example,
Richmond's Human Services portfolio is in the process of exploring integration models, and BLISS is an
essential component. Just as important, the adoption of BLISS and OCWB Ladders with external partners
will support collective impact development and enhance the quality of services provided to residents.
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Community Centric
OCWB continues to integrate the perspectives and leadership of community members and participants in
our service delivery system. Our Maggie L. Walker Citizens Advisory Board, Community Wealth Building
Ambassador Program, and partnerships such as Re:work Richmond, keep the community at the center of
our activities.
Maggie L. Walker Citizens Advisory Board (CAB)
The CAB is an independent citizen body that reviews and provides recommendations for the strategies
and policies of OCWB. The CAB meets 9-10 times per year and is an official body recognized by Richmond's City Council under ordinance 2014-234-215. The CAB provided essential feedback regarding the
Office's new OCWB Vision 2020 and strategies responsible for record-breaking numbers this past year.
The CAB engaged the community concerning the progress of the City’s poverty reduction and community wealth building initiatives.
Community Wealth Building Ambassador Program (Ambassador Program)
The Ambassador Program continues to connect OCWB directly to the neighborhoods served by its
programs. Ambassadors are a group of selected individuals that participated in our workforce programs.
They agree to serve as representatives to their respective communities. The Ambassadors provide
feedback on issues of poverty reduction, strategies, and
assist with connecting the community to workforce and
business services. Ambassadors are partially responsible
for the outcomes achieved in workforce development and
business engagement cited in the Quality of Service
section.

Re:work Richmond
Re:work Richmond is a new employment initiative in the East
End that provides a network of resources to help create pathways for heads of households to find the right living-wage
career. Re:work is housed in St. Peter’s Episcopal Church and
uses OCWB’s Crisis to Thriving Model. Re:work provides
shared data on the Model in addition to its services. This partnership not only provides a valuable service in a high gentrifying area but also serves as a community based collective
impact model for OCWB. We will replicate this model with
other partners.
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Two-Generation Approach
The Mayor’s Youth Academy, BLISS, and other youth agency partnerships continue to be integral parts of
OCWB’s Two-Generation Approach. Family structure is one of the strongest determinants of economic
mobility. Two-generation methods take this fact into account in our service models.
Mayor’s Youth Academy (MYA)
MYA is one of our direct service programs to youth ages 14-18-year-old.
MYA incorporates a workforce and talent development focus for youth
through its Future Leaders Program, Counselors in Training program, and
Summer Work Experience. In 2019, MYA and participants accomplished
the following goals.
 One hundred and ninety-one (191) youth enrolled in
MYA this past year.
 One hundred and ten (110) participated in the
Summer Work Experience, including four weeks of
pre-employment training, six-week internships, and
other forms of work experience.
 Ninety-five (95) youth participated in the Future
Leaders Program and Counselors in Training program
to gain hands-on experience with leadership and
managerial skills.
BLISS
BLISS continues to partner with heads of households and
the entire family to gain financial stability and wealth
creation. This intensive case management model develops
economic and social growth plans for the whole family and
each person individually. Adults include non-custodial
parents as well as primary caregivers. Just as important, BLISS develops
individual plans with children of the participating families as part of
OCWB's Two-Generation Approach.
For example, out of 33 individuals receiving intensive case management
services through BLISS, 100% of working-age adults were employed.
The average wage is $15.60 per hour, which is 22.7% higher than the
average salary for OCWB workforce participants. Thus, children also
receive the benefit of higher wages through more intensive case management services.
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Wealth Building
Wealth development is an essential goal of OCWB. Outside of workforce development services, the
OCWB focuses on wealth building through partnerships in the Living Wage Certification Program,
Economic Development’s Office of Minority Business Development, and RVA Financial.
The Living Wage Certification Program
The Living Wage Certification Program (LWCP) is in its’ second year
funded partially by the Annie Casey Foundation through June 30, 2020.
Our local LWCP is a partnership between the Virginia Interfaith Center
for Public Policy (VICPP) and OCWB. This past year the LWCP hosted a
Living Wage Forum, which included partners Bon Secours, Networking
Technologies & Support, and JustEconomics. JustEconomics is a nonprofit headquartered in Ashville, North Carolina, which has one of the
largest LWCPs in the country. The Forum included a workshop for
several Virginia coalitions interested in starting a living wage program
in their communities. It serves as an example of systems transformation and wealth-building through
partnerships.
Currently, the Living Wage Certification Program has 38 participating businesses and non-profits that pay
a living wage in the Richmond area. There are three additional LWCPs across the state of Virginia located
in Charlottesville, Harrisonburg, and Alexandria.
At the writing of this report, there are several bills before Virginia’s General Assembly that proposes to
raise the state minimum wage between $9.00 and $15.00 per hour, effective July 1, 2020. OCWB
and VICPP will observe these bills, as they may have a direct impact on participants and living wage
campaigns.
Economic Development’s Office of Minority Business Development
Through our work on economic inclusion with the Annie E. Casey Foundation, the OCWB and the
Office of Minority Business Development (OMBD) are collaborating on a grant to establish the City of
Richmond’s economic baseline numbers for procurement dollars spent with businesses owned by people
of color. This study will include the number of tax dollars that are collected by the city from companies
owned by people of color. An establishment of these baselines allows OCWB and OMBD to create
policies that lead to more wealth development in underrepresented business communities.
RVA Financial
RVA Financial is a recognized credit union that provides ongoing financial
literacy training and wealth development strategies to OCWB's workforce
participants. RVA Financial meets with workforce cohorts and Individuals to
develop budget plans as they seek and gain employment. This partnership
combines OCWB's income generation model and RVA Financial's income
management models to assist in overall asset building.
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Forward in 2020
The OCWB will focus more attention on system transformation and impact strategies that create
substantial returns on investment for the City of Richmond and residents. The development of collective
impact models across internal and external partners will create opportunities for sustainable growth
and a higher quality of service. The following initiatives outline some of the new systemic focus.

Sector Summit: Intersections, Integration, and Interdependence
The OCWB will convene partner agencies over the next six months to develop system transformation
and collective impact alignment beginning in February 2020. The sector summits are designed to identify
points of intersections, integration of services, and create interdependent service delivery across focus
areas identified in BLISS. The overall goal is to increase OCWB's and partners' capacity to effectively
serve residents facing poverty and create more significant opportunities for wealth building.
BLISS Certification and Crisis to Thriving
As part of the convening of internal and external partners, a primary goal of OCWB will be to develop a
BLISS Certification for partner agencies. Certification will allow BLISS to become more of a collective
impact model beyond its existence as a program. The Certification will coincide with the partner
adoption of our Crisis to Thriving Model and OCWB Ladder. Most important, it will allow OCWB and
partners to measure some of the same outcomes, share services, and increase the capacity of wealthbuilding strategies.
10 Year Anniversary of the Anti-Poverty Commission
March 2021 marks the tenth anniversary of Richmond’s Anti-Poverty Commission. The OCWB will begin
the process of producing a publication of recommendations for economic mobility. The proposals will be
part of a communitywide effort and celebrate the Commission’s anniversary with an enhanced direction.
Greater Impacts and Return on Investments
As the OCWB continues to rethink strategies and ways to measure success, a primary focus will be on
programming that yields more significant impacts and returns on investment. Plans include the development of new career pathways, social venture development, and financial empowerment. Just as
important, OCWB will look at new ways to account for the success of our strategies by measuring the
multiplying effects of participants’ incomes and savings.
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Appendix: Statistical Snapshot
In Richmond, the issues of poverty, equity, and economic mobility are apparent across racial lines. Though there are representations of all social groups in poverty, Black and Latinx (Hispanic) households face the most substantial inequities for rates
of poverty, household income, educational attainment, and their intersections with employment. This appendix provides a
statistical snapshot of Richmond’s inequities and provides evidence for the targeted approaches in the OCWB 2020 Vision.
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